The Beauty Of Freeing Your Soul With A Soul
Realignment Reading
Are you in any one of the following situations…?
Feeling stuck despite having tried all ways to create abundance in your life?
No clarity in your life purpose?
Don’t know who you really are at Soul level?
Reliving your old dramas over and over again?
Engaged in repeated patterns of bad luck, trauma and negative events?
Experiencing great difficulties in your relationships with others?
Suffering from a lack of self love and low confidence?
Having weird dreams and nightmares?
Experiencing highly negative energies based on anger, sadness, hatred,
exhaustion, etc all the time?
Feeling frustrated about being unable to find fulfillment in your life?
Looking for growth in your spiritual development but not sure how to proceed?
If the answer is yes to any of the above scenarios, then read on. To begin with,
it may well be that you have been looking at all the wrong places. Issues are not
resolved on the level at which they were born.
The answers lie at your Soul level.
Each Soul, from the moment of its physical orgination, has a set of Akashic
Records. The Akashic Records act as a database whereby every thought, word
or action is stored as an energetic event. Hence, everything about you, including
all information about current, past (extending to previous lifetimes), are stored
here. It also goes to show that your Akashic Records contain the information of
why you are facing certain blocks and restrictions now!!
The library of Akashic Records is not on the physical plane but rather, it exists on
the etheric level. You can either access it on your own in a meditative or very
relaxed state, or engage an Intuitive Consultant like me to aid you in the retrieval
of your records.
Benefits of accessing your Akashic Records
What are all the benefits of having a reading of your Akashic Records done? At
the crux of it all, you get to understand who you are at Soul level. You know what
special talents and gifts you are born with. You’d become aware that you are
meant to express them in your physical lifetime. You’d also find out why while you
have been hoping to express them, you’ve been facing certain blockages. With a
new awareness and an intent to express Yourself fully henceforth, you experience
a positive shift in energy consciousness.
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Specifically, unlocking the Secrets to your Akashic Records reveals the following:
What Soul gifts you have been incarnated with and the innate challenges
that you are likely to face.
Whether your Soul is aligned to the 5 pillars of Love, Light, Truth, Power
and Abundance.
What spiritual journey you have been through in previous lifetimes.
What your blocks and restrictions are to leading a more abundant life.
Whether you are being affected by the negative influences that you carry
over into this lifetime.
What the deep rooted energetic causes are to your recurring negative
thought patterns.
Any tears you may have in your chakras.
What your life lessons are for this lifetime.
What has been causing your disturbed sleep patterns!
If you have agreed to any contracts that are made at Soul level but that no
longer serve their purpose for this lifetime.
Not all of these findings may show up in the first reading. Your Soul will only have
you know what is necessary for you to work on at one point in time.
Clear Obstacles To Your Current Life
Having a reading done will not be of much use if there is nothing we can do about
the blocks, restrictions and negative influences that exist in our Akashic Records.
Very importantly, reading the Akashic Records allows for a clearing of negative
influences and for a realignment of your Soul to take place. Blocks and
restrictions can show up in chakra imbalances, memory issues, negative astral
travel, opened portalways, negative entity attachments, curse/pact/spell/bindings,
program implants, negative thought forms, karma, negative influences, etc.
Discordant energies created can affect you lifetime after lifetime.
By knowing what energetic imprints you carry from previous lifetimes, the
opportunity to remove these opens. The cleansing and realignment process is the
second and third part to the realignment portion of the reading.
Your Key to Leading An Abundant, Fulfilling and Purposeful Life
Having a soul profile reading and your soul cleared and aligned or freed, as I like
to say, is the key to leading an abundant, fulfilling and purposeful life. Free from
your blocks and restrictions, you have every opportunity to express yourself
authentically, according to your natural gifts and talents, and in alignment to your
Highest Path and Purpose.
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What Are Akashic Records?
The Akashic Records refer to a database of every word, thought or action that is
stored energetically and encoded in a non-physical plane of existence. They are
said to contain the information of every Soul or BEing in the cosmos. The
Records are continually updated, with each new thought, word or action that
every Soul or entity makes. The Akashic Records therefore contain the energetic
prints about the origination and journey of every Soul through its lifetimes. They
connect each of us to one another.
Akasha is a Sanskrit word meaning “sky”, “space” or “aether”. To aid in
visualization, most describe the Akashic Records metaphorically as a library.
Others likened it to be a “Universal Computer”, the “Mind of God”, the Cosmic
or Collective Consciousness, the Collective Unconscious or the Collective
Subconscious. Akashic Records is not physically an out-there thing. It is the
speck of divinity within us that allows us to access the field of the Akashic
Records.
Anything about the Universe has an energetic record. The records of your Soul
are located via your full name at birth and birth date of this current lifetime. They
are embedded with information about your previous lifetimes, your Soul
Origination, current life lessons and your purpose, and also about future
choicepoints.
The soul’s journey in self awareness is undertaken through a cause and effect
process. You are constantly presented with opportunities to meet Self and to
apply spiritual principles in the physical world. You will meet with lessons that will
be provided again and again, until you have gained mastery.
How Are Akashic Records Accessed?
The records are accessed through being in a deep state of relaxation or
meditation. Anyone can have the same access to the Akashic Records. It is like
having an internet access to the same database of information.
In reality, no special powers or abilities are needed to get into the Akashic
Records. The same records are accessible by the subconscious mind, through
dreams, intuitive and esoteric exercises. However, a cluttered mind, ego, little
connection with one’s Higher Self and a lack of trust in one’s divine power are
hindrances that an Akashic Record reader needs to overcome first. It is only
when there is complete harmony between the conscious, subconscious or
superconscious that Truth from the Akashic Records can be determined.
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Famous Akashic Record Reader
One of the most famous of Akashic Record readers is the late American psychic
Edgar Cayce (1877-1945). He has been called the “sleeping prophet,” the
“father of holistic medicine,” and is about the most documented psychic of the
20th century. He has done readings on more than 10,000 topics!
Readings from the Akashic Records
We read the Akashic Records from the Now Time Line. All about the past, present
and future is brought into the “Now” to be read. We get a glimpse into the
journey and the path of a Soul through the Universe. A reading into your Akashic
Records is to let your Soul have a voice. We can identify what past traumas and
obstructions there are that have left an energetic imprint. By doing so, we
exercise the grace and intent to release them.
Soul Realignment is indeed a powerful way to raise your energy vibrations. It is an
important key to being Spiritually Whole. Your Being walks in greater awareness
from the time you have your Akashic Records read. It is less important to know
who you have once been. Of greater significance, it is who you are in the process
of becoming. The past and a sense of who you are at Soul level provides a
framework of information with which to work. What you ultimately do with the
knowledge is still a matter of free will and choice.
For each lifetime, you undergo experiences which would enable your soul to
connect back to the Divine. The ultimate benefit of finding out your own Akashic
Records is essentially to realize your Oneness with God/The Universe/Spirit.

Soul Realignment Reading
This is what you get:
* A reading of your Akashic Records (takes an average of 2 hours for me to
gather all your information but you don’t need to be physically in front of me).
* Customized clearing of your negative blocks and restrictions.
* Phone session of 30 mins and short written summary thereafter (the phone
session will be recorded in .mp3 format for you).
* In lieu of phone session, you can also request for a detailed report of about 810 pages (which includes explanations, definitions and a prayer request. I do not
suggest this, since it is valuable to have feedback and an availability to ask
questions.)
Energy Exchange: US$150
Property clearing: $50
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